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ABSTRACT

Objective: Eighty-three soccer players aged between 14 and 19 years, in the basic category of a professional soccer club in the city of Belo Horizonte, were followed up during the 2009 season.

Methods: A prospective observational cohort study was conducted, in which these soccer players were divided randomly into two groups. The first consisted of individuals with joint hypermobility syndrome (JHS), totaling 22 players, and the second was a control group with 61 players without this syndrome, determined through a physical examination. Results: Both groups were studied with regard to incidence of ankle sprains. At the end of this period, the data were compiled and statistical analysis was performed. A total of 43 cases of ankle injury due to sprains were recorded, of which nine episodes were in players with JHS, thus making $p = 0.106$. The significance level was 5%. Conclusion: We were able to conclude that in our study there was insufficient evidence to assert that there is an association with increased incidence of ankle sprains among patients with JHS.
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INTRODUCTION

According to the FIFA Big Count 2006 study, around 265 million people play soccer worldwide, of which 22 million are under 20 years of age\(^1\), making this the most widely played sport in the world. In the USA, between 1990 and 2003, around 1.6 million injuries were registered in soccer players aged under 18 years, mainly affecting the lower limbs, with ankle sprains being the most common type of injury\(^2\).

Joint hypermobility syndrome (JHS) is a pathology caused by variation or mutation of the genes that encode collagen, elastin, fibrin and tenasin, affecting the musculoskeletal system\(^3\)\(^-\)\(^6\). This disorder affects 0.6 to 31% of the population, and is five times more prevalent in women\(^7\). The diagnosis of JHS is essentially clinical, since there are no laboratory or radiological parameters available for this purpose. A work originally carried out by Carter and Wilkinson\(^8\), and later modified by Carr et al\(^9\), analyzes criteria of the physical exam that can be used to diagnose people with JHS.

Hall et al\(^10\) report that individuals with JHS display poorer proprioceptive responses, leading to reduced sensory feedback and causing a higher incidence of joint injuries, particularly sprains. Lompa et al\(^11\) confirm, in their work, that JHS predisposes individuals with this disease to musculoskeletal injuries.

The purpose of this study is to evaluate the relationship between soccer players aged under 20 years with joint hypermobility syndrome, and incidence of ankle sprains, compared with players who do not have the disease.

MATERIAL AND METHOD

A transversal, observational, prospective study was carried out. During a routine physical examination in the pre-season period of 2009, 89 male athletes...
aged between 14 and 19 years were randomly selected from the youth divisions of a soccer club in the Brazilian Championship first division. These players underwent the characteristic clinical exam for joint hypermobility syndrome (JHS), as described by Carter and Wilkinson(8). The players were then divided into two groups: those with JHS, and those without JHS. These athletes were monitored during the 2009 season, which ran from February 2009 to January 2010.

Each time these players entered the medical department of the club for consultation and treatment due to episodes of ankle sprains, a questionnaire was filled out, with the athlete’s data, his position in the team, the affected side of the body, and the moment of the trauma (during a game, during training, other)(8-11).

During the season, six athletes were lost due to departure from the club; as a result, the sample of this study included a total of 83 players. Of these, 22 (26.5%) had JHS and 61 (73.5%) did not (Figure 1).

Fisher’s test was used to verify the association between the variables. The level of significance adopted was 5%. The software R was used for the calculations. It was not possible to use the chi-square test, as the premises for this were not satisfactory.

RESULT

The total of episodes of ankle sprains during the 2009 season was 43. Of these, 34 (79%) sprains occurred in players without JHS, while nine (21%) occurred in patients with JHS, making a p = 0.1060 (Figure 2).

According to the player’s position on the team, the most common injuries were among midfielders, with 13 (30%) episodes, followed by strikers, with 10 (23.2%), wingers, with nine (20.9%) and the other positions with nine (20.9%) sprains (Figure 3).

The trauma occurred during training in 29 (67.44%) of the cases, and eight (18.6%) during actual games.

DISCUSSION

Joint hypermobility syndrome (JHS) is a common source of joint or muscle complaints, often giving rise to concern among parents, and in the case of athletes, the medical team. The clinical symptom is ligamentous laxity, which may be associated with pain during the day, waking at night, or discomfort during physical activities. Another characteristic is muscle weakness, accompanied by joint instability, loss of proprioception, and a tendency to incur traumatic injuries(12). Based on this, the hypothesis was proposed that injuries in athletes may be linked to JHS; such a finding would enable athletes with this syndrome to receive training to improve joint stability. According to Everman and Robin(5), and Russek(6), the training
methods for this syndrome should be focused on the joint insufficiency and limitation; although they do not decrease the elasticity, strengthening and proprioceptive exercises improve muscle tone and the structures around the joint. Analysis of the prevalence and risk factors of sports-related injuries and the development of preventative programs may be extremely important in reducing the incidence of these injuries.

Sahin et al(3), in a study to evaluate proprioception in knees of individuals with JHS, showed that it is decreased, but that proprioception exercises can lower pain and improve the stability of the knee. Hall and Brody(13) affirm that decreased proprioception results in a greater predisposition to develop osteoarthritis. Diaz et al(14) correlated JHS in soldiers of the same age (17 years) with the incidence of musculoligamentous lesions and compared this with individuals without this characteristic, observing a higher incidence in the first group. Carter and Sweetnam(15) correlated JHS with dislocation of the patella and shoulder. There have been few articles related to the practice of sports. Lichtor(16), for example, suggest carrying out a prior assessment, so that athletes with JHS can be recommended a regimen of physical activity that does not include contact sports. On the other hand, JHS can be an initial advantage in some sports, although in the long term, it can be a disadvantage. This occurs, for example, in ballet students, for whom JHS gives an advantage in the selection test in schools, due to the greater agility; however, with intense activity, they can suffer from a higher incidence of lesions(17).

To characterize the presence of JHS, the scoring system of Carter and Wilkinson(8) was used, with the following criteria:
1. Touching the thumb to the forearm with flexion of the wrist;
2. Index finger and forearm parallel with the wrist extended;
3. Hyperextension of the elbow;
4. Recurvatum of the knee;
5. Hyperextension of the femoral neck.

To be classified as having JHS, the athlete must present three of the five characteristics described above.

Note that in the medical literature, there are also the criteria of Brighton’s apud Grahame(18,19) for diagnosing JHS, and that to date, there are no laboratory criteria for diagnosing JHS.

The injuries were defined in the same way as any other injury that occurs during games, club training, or extra-club activities, with reduction or complete withdrawal of the athlete’s participation in the sports activities, or requiring special training in order to continue playing. In this work, we found that 18.6% of the injuries occurred during games, while 67.44% occurred during training, contradicting the study by Woods et al(20), who found an incidence of around 66% of lesions occurring during games, and 33% during training. During our study, no player presented severe trauma, such as dislocation or fracture. In previous studies, the prevalence of JHS in the population studied reached levels of between 7.6% and 64.6%(11,21,22), corroborating with the data found in this study, which was 26.5% of the soccer players included in the sample.

Cohen et al(23) investigated orthopedic injuries in soccer, and concluded that joint sprain lesions represent 17 (9%) of injuries, that the majority of injuries occurred in midfielders and strikers, and that non-contact injuries were the most frequent. In our work, the injuries evaluated were only those of the lower limbs, ankle injuries being the most prevalent in the striker and midfielder positions, which corroborates the study in question.

A study by Lompa et al(11) showed a prevalence of 7.62% of athletes with this syndrome, in a sample that included both males and females; in that study, the athletes that were in older age groups had less tissue elasticity, compared with those in younger age groups. The athletes with JHS showed a significantly higher incidence of lesions than those without JHS. Contrary to the researcher’s expectations, our study, which included only males, did not show any association between JHS and ankle injuries. Attention should be drawn to some data of the study. The prevalence of JHS in a male population is lower than among females(8-11); as children become adolescents, there is a tendency for the joint mobility to decrease(10).

CONCLUSION

The authors conclude that patients with joint hypermobility syndrome (JHS) had the same incidence of ankle sprain injuries as the population without JHS.
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